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Draw and Label Phenomenon
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.

Phenomenon :  The phenomenon I noticed was that chickens supposedly cannot taste.
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Phenomenon observations

I  notice my chickens appear to like black oil sunflower seeds more than 
regular food.
I  notice my chickens appear to like garlic chives.
I  notice __
I  notice __
I  notice __
I  notice __
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Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what would 
happen if…?

I wonder if chickens can taste?
I wonder if chickens have a color preference of food?
I wonder if chickens have minimal taste but rely primarily on the color of the food?
I wonder  __?
I wonder  __?
I wonder  __?
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All Materials and Equipment  Available
List all materials and equipment (be as specific as possible with quantity and type)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Blue, purple, red, and yellow popcorn

Six live chickens

Eight small, clear, plastic cups
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Play to Learn More
Tinker and experiment with materials and equipment you have available to explore 
how everything works.

I  notice the color of the blue popcorn is very similar to the color of the purple 
popcorn.

I  notice the chickens like white rubberized roof coating.

I  notice ___

I  notice ___

I  notice ___
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Research Investigation (Experiment)
Independent Variables (a variable manipulated or changed by the 
experimenter-think “I” control it)

How much the chickens want to eat the popcorn

Dependent Variables (a responding variable which could vary depending on 
other factors and can be measured and/or calculated with available equipment)

How many times each color of popcorn is eaten

The color of popcorn each chicken is in the mood 
for each day.
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Testable Question (can be answered with a claim based on evidence from a 
scientific experiment)

How will changing how hungry each chicken is every day 

affect the number of times each color of popcorn is chosen every 
day?

Independent variable selected for testing

dependent variable selected for testing
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Multiple Hypotheses/Predictions (consider every possible 
claim you might be able to make once you collect data)

1. Direct Relationship

Increasing each chickens hunger will increase the accuracy of my data.
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing

2.     Indirect Relationship

Increasing how long the chickens have food available will decrease the accuracy of my data.
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing

3.     No Relationship

Increasing the number of chickens  will not change the color preference of each chicken.
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing
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Draw and label experimental setup
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.
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Materials and Equipment List for Experiment
List all materials and equipment (be as specific as possible with quantity and type)

Three Chocolate Wyandotte bantams (one cockerel and two hens), one Buff 
Orpington hen, one Easter Egger hen, and one Brown-red Old English Game 
bantam hen.

Eight transparent plastic cups.

Four colors of corn (Blue, red, yellow, and purple).
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Experimental Procedure (detailed enough to allow data collection to be 
repeated exactly as you collected it) 

Note: Control Variables (all independent variables not selected for testing must be given a set value or controlled. 

These controlled settings must be explicitly noted in the procedure.) 

I have obtained four colors of popcorn (unpopped (Red, blue, yellow, and purple)), six chickens, and 
eight transparent plastic cups.  I will fill each of the plastic cups with one ounce of popcorn in each.  Each cup 
will contain one color of corn in it.  Each color of corn will be in two cups incase I misplace one set.  Each 
night I will remove the chickens’ food so they will be more eager to consume their preferred color of popcorn 
when I provide it in the morning after nine AM.  When each chicken selects their color by pecking inside the 
cup I will record the data and move on to the next bird.  I will complete procedure for seven days.
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Data Observations (What do you notice as you look at the raw data collected 
in the data table and at the graphical representation of the data?)

I noticed that one of my Wyandottes eats the red popcorn more than any of the other colors.  
I also noticed that red and yellow were the two most popular colorsamong the chickens that I 
tested.
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Science Story (Using Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning, share the story the data 
tells and the science explains.)

Claim (answer to investigation question, should either be one of your hypotheses from page 7 
or a new claim you had not considered) Chickens have a color preference of food that unique 
to each individual bird.

Evidence (cite data from the experiment to support the claim)While testing my chickens I 
noticed that one of them appeared to like the red popcorn more than the other colors.
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Science Story continued using CER
Reasoning (connect evidence to claim using scientific principles and rules)Because this hen 
went for the red popcorn four out of the seven tests first, it shows that she preferred red over 
the other colors.

Peer Critique of CER (is there another way to interpret the data? Is there something they 
might not have considered? Is there another explanation which could connect the evidence to 
the claim?) My observations show that one of my hens ate red more than the other colors; 
she has a color preference of the food she eats.
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Thinking more..
Now I wonder why…? Now I wonder if…? Now I wonder what…? Now I wonder 
how…? Now I wonder what would happen if…?

Now I wonder if chickens can taste?

Now I wonder what the most common preferred color of food is among chickens?

Now I wonder ___?

Now I wonder ___?

Now I wonder ___?

Now I wonder ___?
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